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  BigBite Optics 

  BCM Calibration 

  Compton Cavity State Identification 

  What’s Next? 



BigBite Optics 
  Last time, Matt and I discussed the problem of  

tracks missing from our BigBite replays 

  Matt was able to recover his tracks by removing a 
cut in his replay_phys.cdef  file: 

  HaveTrack BB.tr.n>0

  But that doesn’t work for me: I never had that cut 

  Using Xin’s d2n optics DB, I increased my tracks by 
a factor of  100 … still x10 short 

  No change from using Transversity’s newer BB 
library 



BCM Calibration (1) 
  I talked to Arun Saha 

about error bars on 
BCM readouts 

  He suggested a 
different approach: 
instead of  fitting a line 
to all readouts, 
examine readouts for 
each beam current 
independently 

  BCM readout error 
negligible compared 
to statistical error 



BCM Calibration (2) 
  Double peaks on BCMs at 10μA, 20μA 

  Also present in OL02 readings for that run  not 
artifacts of  the Hall A beam-current monitors 



BCM Calibration (3) 
  For the Faraday cup – OL02 calibration run, most 

readings were taken in the neighborhood of  40μA 

  Very low statistics at lower currents  



Cavity State Identification (1) 
  Recall that computing a Compton asymmetry 

requires an accurate determination of  the state of  
the Compton cavity: 

  OFF   (we’re measuring background) 

  ON – RIGHT  (we’re measuring ACompton) 
  ON – LEFT  (we’re measuring -ACompton) 

  Due to problems with a logic signal, we reconstruct 
ON/OFF information from trigger rates in the 
Compton photon detector 

  Sometimes this reconstruction goes wrong … 



Cavity State Identification (2) 
  Here’s how the cavity state ID algorithm works: 

  Pre-sort events into cavity ON and cavity OFF 
  EPICS for cavity on, TIR bit for cavity off  

  With bcm in an appropriate range, determine mean 
and RMS of  ON/OFF trigger rates 

  Set cut windows accordingly: 

  ON: 

  OFF:  

  Reject the run if  the cut windows overlap 

€ 

µon −1.75σ on ≤ trig ≤ µon +1.75σ on

€ 

µoff −1.75σ off ≤ trig ≤ µoff +1.75σ off



Cavity State Identification (3) 
  A cavity state identification failure needn’t mean 

the entire run is bad 

  Even a relatively short period of  suboptimal beam 
tune can torpedo the identification algorithm 



Cavity State Identification (4) 
  Old algorithm is too “dumb” 

  Using automatic ROOT mean, RMS leads to ambiguity 

  Doing a Gaussian fit in a limited range of  trigger 
rates excludes helicity pairs with poor tune 



Cavity State Identification (5) 
  What range of  trigger rates should we keep? 

  For most of  the experiment, “good” normalized trigger 
rates were on the order of  300 Hz/μA 

  Consider trigger rates between 0 and 600 Hz/μA 



What’s Next? 
  Solve the Mystery of  the Missing Tracks 

  BCM Calibration 
  Compare above results (independent calibration for 

each beam-current value) to results from overall 
linear fit (presented at last meeting) 

  Beam charge calibration (BB, LHRS scalers) 

  Compton 
  Finish implementing trigger-rate fits 
  Check remaining “bad” runs 

  Stability check for various run periods 


